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1 Content-based Services

The national programme "PIONIER - Polish Optical Internet - Advanced Applications, Services and Technologies for the Information Society" was started in Poland in 2001. One of its main objectives was to enrich the content-based services in Polish NREN. In order to reach this goal a platform composed of several digital library institutions has been started up. All of them are based on dLibra - Digital Library framework developed by Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center.

Periodic metadata synchronization based on the OAI-PMH protocol is the core functionality applied to digital libraries platform in the Polish Optical Internet PIONIER network. This process is based on selective (incremental) metadata harvesting and requires information about deleted records for consistency. Object collections defined in digital libraries are transformed to OAI-PMH sets and custom metadata schemas are transformed to DCMEs attributes. As a result, PIONIER digital libraries create one distributed platform where each digital library has full information about all metadata in the platform. Each digital library uses this metadata to provide its users with the nearest possible one reduced from the digital libraries platform. It also allows to monitor how advanced content and metadata-based services such as cross-database monitoring and virtual dynamic collections.

2 Distributed Metadata Search

Each digital library indexes metadata harvested from remote libraries and allows users to search through the indexed metadata. The entire process is performed transparently to the end user and as a result, the user receives one list of search results with both local and remote resources which matched the user query. The distributed searching functionality is easily accessed by external network services and information portals with the RSS protocol. Such integration is very useful especially in Web 2.0 services dynamically aggregating content from various distributed sources.

3 Virtual Dynamic Collections

Virtual dynamic collections group elements from different digital libraries across the platform. Those collections are defined by users as conditions that should be met by digital objects metadata. When a new digital object is published, it propagates through all digital libraries and all defined virtual collections. Such mechanism does not require any additional work of either the digital library administrator or the user in contradiction to static collections where all resources must be explicitly assigned. The virtual dynamic collections mechanism is based on RSS feeds. It is accessed from various authorized external applications, portals and services. Such approach significantly increases the visibility of digital objects in a digital library platform.

4 OAI-identifier

It is a platform based on multiple digital libraries that enables a system of unique and persistent digital object identifiers for all digital objects available in this platform. It is necessary for the platform consistency and may be a basis for new platform services like identifier resolver. It was decided, that the unique identifiers system should be based on the OAII-identifier syntax. Therefore each identifier is composed of the "ooi" schema, namespace identifier which is the domain name for a given digital library and a local identifier which is unique in the scope of the specific digital library. Such identifiers are used to identify digital objects in communication between digital libraries, and are also used by readers as pointers to specific digital objects.

5 dLibra installations

Currently in the PIONIER network there are 9 regional and 7 institutional dLibra-based digital libraries and at least five more are planned to be available before the end of 2007. All these libraries together create a platform of distributed digital libraries with almost 60,000 digital objects (written texts, cultural heritage, regional and educational materials) and an average number of over 1,000 concurrent users.

Regional Digital Libraries:

- Library of the Polish Academy of Sciences
  http://dlぁbi.poznan.pl
- Cracow University of Technology Digital Library
  http://dl.cuj.pl
- Kazakhstan Digital Library
  http://dl.kz
- University of Miskolc Digital Library
  http://digitum.miskolc.hu
- Kattawar Digital Library
  http://dl.kattawar.edu
- Eesti Digital Library
  http://digitool.ee
- Digital Library of Trakai Museum
  http://www.zvejnieku.net
- Digital Library of the Poznań University
  http://www.poznan.pl
- Digital Library of the Gdańsk University
  http://www.biblioteka.dguz.pl

Institutional Digital Libraries:

- Digital Library of the Poznań University
  http://www.poznan.pl
- Digital Library of the Gdańsk University
  http://www.dlibra.dguz.pl
- Digital Library of the Białystok University
  http://www.dbib.edu.pl
- Digital Library of the Katowice University
  http://dkatowice.pl
- Digital Library of the Łódź University
  http://dl.ug.edu.pl
- Digital Library of the Wrocław University
  http://www.dwroclaw.pl
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